Insights into faking it....
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Delegate  Trust  Teach  Shadow  Not I = we  Us not me
The thinking differently?
Faking it wear / blag / ask / work
Being original – boutique
The value of many people
The importance of communication?
Paranoia can be healthy
Set your strategy

Streamline: Good better and best

Communicate an again...

Focus on the numbers in every way – what is YOUR hourly value?
KEEP CALM AND CARRY IT ON

Save yourself money, time and frustration by avoiding check-in

CUSTOMER LOVE LINE 01234 567890
www.GATE8-luggage.co.uk
RELENTLESS ABOUT YOUR CULTURE & Tools

Company weekend – shared expectations

Key dates: Engagements weekly / monthly

Reporting & supporting

Weekly rules around performance

Monthly Team brief

Quarterly accountability

Every excuse to celebrate
Tactics: of engagement
Emotions of business balance

It is YOUR choice – dare yourself

Be the best you can be – it’s FREE
The most important investment you will ever make is in yourself
HANDMADE IN ENGLAND
SCENTERED
BE HAPPY

TAKE YOURSELF BACK TO THAT HAPPY PLACE
OUR LTD EDITION SUMMER FRAGRANCE
I WANT TO BE HAPPY
THE WORLD IS YOUR OYSTER... CHOICE TO ...

“People who are crazy enough to think they can change the world, are the ones who do.”
– Apple Computers
Change is constant but what’s your niche

Time is money, it is indeed your choice